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column homogeneous

as a table which has the
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It has often been the case in other porduct types, that a character to represent missing or
inapplicable data has been allocated from the domain of characters pertinent to a particular
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Ruele 3 : The systematic treatment of null values
  It may surprise you to see this subject on the list of properties, but it is fundamental to the
DBMS that null values are supported in the representation of missing and inapplicable
information. This support for null values must be consistent throughout the DBMS, and
independent of data type (a null value in a CHAR field must mean the same as ull in an
INTEGER field for example
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 .

 .
by conatenating each tuple in relation P with each tuple in relation Q. Here, represents the
concation operation

The scheme of the result relation is given by
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information or introduce inconsistencies. The type of alterations normally needed for
relations are .
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Without repetition of data and points out the anomalies that could be introduced in a database
with an undesirable scheme. Then we discuss the different forms of normalizetion

       
exhaustively searching all the tuples in the relation

The basic objectives of normalization is to reduce redundancy which means that information
is to be stored only once. Storing information several  times leads to wastage of storage space
  and increase in the total size of the data stored. Relations are normalized so that when
  relations in database are to be altered during the life time of the atabase, we do not lose
  information or introduce inconsistencies. The type of alterations normally needed for
relations are

This should be possible without losing



Figure 1: Dependency diagram for the relation “Student
  a row, then X is said to be the key of that relation. Sometimes mote than one attribute is
needed to uniquely determine othcrattributes in a relation row. In that case-stteh a set of

 ’ *attributes is thqikgyl: In table I, Order no. and Item code together foAyiit key. In t|e

In this relation, Name is functionally dependent on Roll no. In fact, given the value of Roll
 no., the values of all the other attributes can be uniquely determined. Name and Department
are not functionally dependent because given the name of a student, one cannot find his de-
 partment uniquely. This is due to the fact that there may be more than one student with the '
same name. Name in this case is not a key. Department and Year of study arc not functional-
ly dependent as Year of study pertains to a student whereas Department is an independent at-
tribute. The functional dependency in this relation is shown in the following figure as a de-
pendency diagram. Such dependency diagrams shown in figure 1 are very useful in normal-pendency diagram. Such dependency diagrams shown in figure 1 are very useful in normal-
 .ization

 Relation Key: Consider the relation of table 1. Given the Vendor code, the Vendor name and
 Address are uniquely determined. Thus Vendor code is the relation key. Given a relation, if
the value of an attribute X uniquely determines the values of all other attributes in
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SECOND NORMAL FORM RELATION

We will now define a relation in the Second Normal Form (2NF): A relation  is said to be in
 .(2NF if it is in 1NF and non-key attributes ate functionally dependent on the key attribute (s
  Further, if the key has more than one attribute then no non-key attributes should be
  functionally dependent upon a part of the key attributes. Consider, for example. the relation
given in table t. This relation is in 1NF. The key is (Order no., Item code).'The dependency
  diagram for. attributes of this relation is shown in figure 5. The non-key attribute Price/Unit
is functionally dependent on Item code which is part of the relation key. ;Also. the non-keyis functionally dependent on Item code which is part of the relation key. ;Also. the non-key
 .attribute Order date is functionally dependent on Order no. which is a part of the relation key
Thus the relation is net in 2NF. It can be transformed to 2NF by splitting it into three
 .relations as shown in table 3
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In table 3 the relation Orders has Order no, as the key. The relation Oreder details has the 
composite key Order no, and Item code. In bothe relations the non-key attributes are 
functionally dependent on the whole key. Observe that by transforming to 2NF relations the 

Flgure 4: Illustration of successive normal forms of a relation

1. Dependence among attributes in a relation

2. Identification of an attribute or a set of attributes as the key of relation

3. Multivalued dependency between attributes

Figure : Dependency diagram for the relation give in table

Order date

Quantity

dce/unit
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